INTELLIGENT PPE DISPENSING

GREENHAM BRINGS YOU AUTOMATION, INTELLIGENCE AND THE ULTIMATE IN CONTROL TO YOUR PPE SUPPLY CHAIN

Greenham now offers a range of automated dispensing solutions designed around the needs of PPE users and H&S managers.

Our machines are available as a standalone value-added solution or as a logical extension to our existing vendor managed inventory systems.

Industrial vending super-charges the core benefits that you would normally expect from other stock management programs. As well as the savings arising from consignment stock and automatic replenishment, the active monitoring and control of usage by employee and cost code drives accountability to the user and cost centre owner, often resulting in reduced consumption well in excess of 20%.

KEY BENEFITS:

• **Reduce consumption** of indirect materials by an average of 20%

• Provide system managed controls to drive **compliance with H&S policies** and appropriate use of PPE

• **Increase operational efficiency** by ensuring access to essential materials 24/7 – holding stock securely and close to point of use minimises production downtime and eliminates hoarding of materials

• **Reduce management** and purchasing costs with real-time stock monitoring and **automatic replenishment**

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US AT: storesafe@greenham.co.uk